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In the current COVID-19 pandemic, caused by the new coronavirus (SARS-CoV 2),
two types of patients presented with moderate to severe hypoxia. One group of patients was distressed, panting with difficulty in breathing, and required intubation.
However, the pathophysiology of the other group of patients did not resemble any preexisting patterns. These patients had low oxygen saturation but did not have significant
breathing difficulties and looked clinically well1.
As many of these patients were markedly tachypneic and had hypoxemia that did
not respond to supplemental oxygen, most were intubated early1. It is possible that the
SARS-CoV-2 virus has a specific action on the receptors involved in chemosensitivity
to oxygen2.
In this context, SpO2 monitoring is essential for better outcomes in patients with
COVID-19, characterized by being a marker of early intubation. Outside the hospital
setting, infected or suspected individuals are advised to rest at home to reduce contagion.
This will prevent overwhelming the health system in some places in the world where
the pandemic persists or is entering a second wave, as in Europe and the United States.
In these symptomatic patients at home, SpO2 monitoring can be important from
the beginning, to inform patients regarding the best time to seek medical services.
The availability and accessibility of smartwatches allow the measurement of SpO2 at
home. However, many of these vital sign measurement devices have not been formally
studied in a clinical setting3.
Literature regarding the validation and reliability of smartwatches or wearable technologies for measuring vital signs are scarce, even after some positive aspects as verified
in the study by Lauterbach et al.4 in which the Garmin fēnix® 5X Plus watch showed
positive results for SpO2 measurement. The measurements were analyzed and compared
with measurements made using a standard pulse oximeter in 13 women and 10 men.
The measurements were made using a personalized environmental chamber, while
the fraction of inspired oxygen was adjusted to simulate altitudes from 275 to 3700 m.
The results showed that the smartwatch exhibited minimal overestimation of SpO2 and
minimal underestimation of heart rate during exposure to simulated altitude, except at
3700 m simulated altitude, which reveals that the device may be viable for measuring
vital signs.
In an Everlast TR10® analytical survey, despite not measuring SpO2, the study results
showed that this smartwatch was not accurate enough to be used as a vital sign measurement device3.
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Starting with the Apple Watch Series 4®, market leaders got
electrocardiogram features approved by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) of the United States of America. These devices allow for safe monitoring of heart rhythm, frequency, and
QT interval, and can provide a distinct advantage in managing
patients with a variety of pathologies, including SARS-CoV-2 infection5. In addition to what has been reported by patients with
COPD, individuals prefer to use smartwatches instead of other
devices for continuous monitoring because of the design of the
wearable device, which is reportedly elegant, comfortable, and
suitable for long-term use6.
However, the Apple Watch Series 6® version, capable of measuring SpO2, is not approved by government agencies for this
function. Therefore, the hardware to measure blood oxygen levels
cannot be operated by the watch user, who therefore cannot measure their vital signs.
Measuring SpO2 on the wrist presents several challenges.
Data capturing on the wrist can be used only for specific areas,
such as the radial artery; therefore, most areas in the wrist region
are not available for monitoring. In addition, a slight change in
position of the measurement site significantly affects the result7.

The first FDA-approved health monitor with a pulse sensor was
the Oxitone 1000M8. In this device, the sensor is located on the
upper part of the ulnar wrist bone and not on the tip of a bulky
finger. Recently, very few of the Fitbit® models have also received
FDA approval.
It is worth mentioning that knowledge about pulse oximetry in
the general population is low, and further limited among health
professionals. Some professionals do not know about the limitations of conventional pulse oximeters used in a hospital environment and the relevant physiological principles regarding the use
of these devices9,10. From this perspective, even health professionals may probably lack skills of measuring SpO2 with wearable
technologies. Therefore, users without any training regarding the
use of these new wearable devices should execute caution.
Special care is needed with regard to the data provided by smartwatches, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. Most watches have not been approved by regulatory agencies, in addition to
a lack of validation studies. Eventually, wearable technologies will
be able to measure all human physiological parameters accurately
and quickly, regardless of manual movement. However, more reliable studies are needed to validate these wearable technologies.
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